Dear Parents,
Thank you for downloading this travel journal. Here are some tips on how to get the most
from this journal:
Print this out on nicer paper to make it more fun for the kids. Pack it with a few crayons,
color pencils and markers for the children to complete the prompts while on vacation.
Print out one for each day and for each child and give it to them at the end of the day. In
this way the journal is daily overview of what they did on their trip.
-orPrint out several copies and allow the children to fill it out every couple of days. This could
be a nice activity for the kids to do when quiet time is needed..
-orPrint out one copy for each child and fill in the prompts at the end of the trip. They can
reflect on just their favorite and most memorable moments..
The space allotted for each prompt allows the child to either write or draw their thoughts.
If the young traveler wants you to write it down, that’s ok, too. There is no right or wrong
way to fill it out.
The map prompt gives kids a chance to use their creativity and it will be interesting to see
what places they feel deserve mention. This is not a test of accuracy, but a fun way for
children to express what they did during the day.
Once the trip is over:
Put the completed sheets in a travel scrapbook specific to this trip.
Cut apart the individual sections and place next to relevant photos in a photo album.
Keep a binder of the travel journal and add to it on future trips.
I hope you and your children create wonderful memories on your travels and enjoy
reflecting on them with this journal.
Ann at Travel Turtle

This is a journal of my trip.
Name_______________________________
Date________________________________
Location_____________________________
Here’s a map of the places we went:

And this is the transportation we rode:

	
  
The weather was:

I learned some interesting facts, like:
	
  

My favorite meal:

This made me laugh:

What I loved most:

Next time I visit, I want to see:

